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MATERIALS
Friends Wool
1 skein of each col:
48, 109, 12, 17, 29, 28
2 skeins of col. 09

Friends Cotton 8/4
1 skein of col. 44 & 124

Scissors
Tapestry needle
Crochet hook 4mm
Black buttons, 12mm
Filling

YARN QUALITY
Friends Wool, Hobbii

100 % wool
50 g/ 1.75 oz = 100 m/ 109 yds

Friends Cotton 8/4, Hobbii
100 % cotton
50 g/ 1.75 oz = 105 m/ 115 yds

GAUGE
10 sts x 9 rows = 5 cm x 5 cm

ABBREVIATIONS
ch = chain
sc = single crochet
Ss = slip stitch
Hdc = half double crochet
DC = double crochet

SIZE
One size

MEASUREMENTS
Width: 33 cm/ 13”
Length: 33cm/ 13”

PATTERN INFORMATION
This pattern is a cute way to welcome in the
autumn season. The little pumpkins, leaves
and the tiny hedgehog are made in different
stitches and separate pieces which are then
stitched together at the end.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiidesign #hobbiiautumnwreath

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/autumn-wreath-decoration

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
Loop stitch:

- Wrap yarn around your finger twice
- Insert your hook into the stitch
- Slip your hook under both loops around your finger
- Pull both of these loops through the stitch
- Yarn over and pull through all loops on the hook (this should be three)

This is how you do one loop stitch.

WREATH BASE
- Chain 26 + 1 turning chain in friends wool shade 09. Turn
- 1 sc in each sts = 26 sts, ch1, turn
- Continue this until your work measures 92 cm/ 35.5”.
- Cast off and sew up the side lengthwise using your preferred method, for me this is

mattress stitch.
- Tightly pack the tube with filling before stitching the ends together to form the

wreath base.

PUMPKINS
Make 6 pumpkins in total using Friends Wool col. 17, 29, 28

- Chain 14 + 1 turning chain. Turn
- 1 sc in each sts = 14 sts, ch1, turn
- Repeat the row above until your work measures 19cm/ 7”
- Cast off and fold your work in half lengthwise and sew up the ends.
- Close the bottom off by sewing up the edge in a circle and then pull tight to close.
- Stuff with filling to form a ball shape and then seam up the top in the same way as

the bottom.
- To create the segments on a pumpkin, sew from top to bottom five times.

Stalk
Friends Wool col. 12

- chain 6 + 1 turning chain, single crochet one into each chain. Cast off and sew into
the top of the pumpkin.
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HEDGEHOG
Make one using Friends Wool col. 09 and 12. The body on the hedgehog is done in loop
stitch.

- Ch 18 + 1 turning chain in col. 12, turn Single crochet one into each chain for this
row.

- 1 sc in each sts = 18 sts, ch1, turn
- Make one row of loop stitch (instructions under Info & tips)
- 1 sc in each sts = 18 sts, ch1, turn
- Repeat the last two rows until work measures 7.5cm/ 3” ending on a single crochet

row.
- Switch to shade 09 and make one sc row.
- Single crochet while you decrease this row by two stitches evenly across the row.
- Make one sc row
- Repeat the above row until six stitches remain.
- Cast off and sew up the hedgehog lengthwise.
- Where you casted on, sew up the area in the same way as the pumpkins.
- Stuff the hedgehog with filling
- Sew up the nose using mattress stitch, this will create a snout shape.
- To finish the hedgehog use the black Friends Cotton to sew the eyes, or like me

small buttons, and use the pink Friends Cotton to embroider the nose.

LEAVES
Make 15 in total using Friends Wool in col. 48, 109, 29 and 17. Or the colors you want.

- Chain 7 + 1 turning chain, turn.
- Ss1, sc1, hdc1, dc1, hdc1, sc1, ss1.
- On the other side of the stitches (the original chain) repeat the above row and cast

off.

BOW AND HANGING LOOP
Make one using Friends Wool col. 48.

- For the bow, chain 6 + 1 turning chain, turn.
- 1 sc in each sts = 6 sts, ch1, turn
- Repeat the above row until the work measures 50cm/ 19 ¾”
- Cast off and put to one side.
- To create the loop, tightly chain until it measures 30.5cm/ 12”. Cast off and tie both

ends together around the wreath base.
- Secure with a knot on top and then stitch the bow on one side of the wreath base to

secure the hanging loop in place.

FINISHING
Place your pumpkins, hedgehog and leaves in the same way as the photos and stitch them
into place on the same side as the hanging bow.
Weave in your ends and then enjoy your finished wreath.

Enjoy!
Charlotte Rutland
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